
We offer hotel and spa quality:

◆   Mattresses

◆   Sheets

◆   Duvets/ Duvet covers

◆   Pillows

◆   Robes

◆   Mattress Protectors

◆   Weighted Blankets

◆   Towels

SHOP NOW AT:  RESTFIVE.COM

your property with the Rest Five Sleep products

Your rental may be in a great 
spot and have great amenities 

but if you have bad bedding 
then you'll end up with 

grumpy guests.

Create a great experience for 
your guests and they'll keep 

coming back time after time! 
A good night's sleep can help 

you achieve this.

Rest Five is not just an 
upgrade it's an investment. 
A better experience for your 
guests means better reviews 

and more bookings

Our mattresses and bedding 
are made from high-quality 

materials which means. They 
can last longer and could cost 

you less overall.

Better Sleep More Bookings Higher Ratings Longer Lasting

Elevate



TALK TO US ABOUT HOW YOU CAN ELEVATE YOUR
SLEEP EXPERIENCE AND ALSO YOUR BOOKINGS!

This is your chance to bring the Rest Five 
Experience to your rental home. Contact us today 
to receive wholesale/ host pricing at restfive.com

My family is a big fan of Rest Five, we 
outfitted our entire cottage with the Carbon 

mattresses (in variety of sizes from twin to 
queen). We receive nothing but compliments 

when guests come to stay with us! The 
quality and customer service are excellent! 

100%satisfied cottagers!

I have purchased my Rest Five king 
mattress over a year ago and it definitely 

holds it shape, it feels luxurious and is quite 
comfortable. I experience less back pain 

and the foam provides pressure relief and 
keeps me cool throughout the night. It is an 

excellent value for the money for a top 
quality mattress.

My husband and I are so happy with our 
recent Rest Five purchase! We love how 

firm the King mattress is, and you can’t feel 
when someone moves or gets out of bed. 

Couldn’t be happier and would highly 
recommend to anyone who needs their 

beauty rest!

My daughters were so excited to transition 
to their big girl beds. We purchased the 

carbon mattresses for them. They arrived 
quickly and were affordable. My 2 year old 

who was not the best sleeper is now 
sleeping the night we owe it to Rest Five!
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